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Revision 216 was GOOD.
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s lncorporated i.rto R".risiots 215 .

1) The flagbit descriptions for SLOPESW, soI.NsW, NoRMsW, RVsw,
INFINF'I-G, ORDE:RSW, APSESW and COGAFLAG were previously
backwards. TheY were corrected
Z) Extended verbs 44 and,45 were coded and hooked up to the extended
verb fan table to set and reset the SURFFLAG.
3) Co.rrectlons were made to v66 and Y47 to copy the permanent state
vector into RN and VN and R-OTHER and V-OTHER'
4) The calculation of the sign input to Lambert was unitized to provide
more accuracy.
This will
5) The VHFRFLAG is now reset at the begin-ning 9r nsl.
on until the
time
this
from
prevent the incorporation of vHF marks
VHFRFLAG is set uP again bY VBT
6) NOUPFLAG now equals R32FI,AG since NOUPFLAG is only set
and reset in R32.
on, it
7) If VHFREAD finds the uPDATFLG off or the NOUPFLAG
the
caused
whi-ch
bug
the
now goes to BADEND. This corrects
a
into
JOB.
directly
RADAR RUPT in this case to branch
was moved above
B) The stOrage of -0 into RUPTAGN in VHFREAD
thc UPDATFLG ANd NOI]PFLAG ChCCKS tO AllOW thc RADAR RUPT
to go to TASKOVER.
9) A fix was put into the end of sERVtcER to zero the vHF and optics
mark counters.

10) A caLl to CLEANDSP \^,as rnade before the v05N0r ctisplay in R54
ar:d before the v53 dispiay and the v'0ii{?1 display in R56. This
change w'as aclded since these riispiavs requir"e sorrre re gisters t<.r
be blankeci" Normaliy .one rvould use an R display routine for
blanking bui these disi:lays t-'eq;ire the prei,,ious VAC area on a
response . CLtrAhTDSP rvill" not pi-cvide for the requirecl register
to blank after a kgy reieasc. Thus. if the astronaut kevs in
characters tolig"n",ed by a kev release, these characters wili r.emain
i.f they lvere keyed in cver the biank register in the abor,'e ciisplays.
11) PCN no. 442 wzs implemented. The purpose cf thrs change was to
adjust the entry angle dependent constants in P37.
l2') The last phase change at the end of SERVICER r,vas moved to
protect PIPFRtrE and the resetting of the V3?IrLAG. This will
also prevent the possibility of not being able to key in V3? if a
restart took place after the resetting of the V3?FLAG.
13) A correction was made to the constant YK1K2 in AUGE-KUGL.
14) The subroutine P20F LGON ended up to be totaLly garbage due to
two people entering changes into the same area in the last assembly.
This prob1em was cleaned up,
15) The erasable DATATEST was eliminated from R22 since it is not
needed.

16) iMU calibration was rearranged to save fixed memory.
17) A change was made to ADVTRACK to pick up LANDMARK instead
of STARCODE for advance orbits.
1B) Since a V37 or a restart sets OPTIND to -1", it was necessary to
zero OPTIND in RELINUS for R52.
19) The illegal erasable overlay between RTX1 and RTX2 in INITVEL
with THETL in P17 was resolved by rearranging P17 erasables.
201 The NOUPFLAG was tested backwards in R22. This mistake was

corrected.
2L) A fix was made to correct the wrong firing time deviation computed
by the phase plane logic in the TVC DAP.
221 The VHFRFLAG is no longer reset in P20 now that V37 resets

thls f1ag.
231 A change was made to save 6 erasable locations by sharing

DELVEET3 and DELVSIN since they contain the same information-

Knor,vn

Problems in Revision 21S

Vl{} (' }r'l,H -ho,r,d h., se t tr; zri.r: in |[q 1[,'*h,]A'i RIXlfor tr,EI{I}E7,VAIiS.
.)\
MRKLEES should nct be done at the end of R21 since this terminates
racking '*,hen opl-y i;-ie mari<iag si'ir:ui,i be te i''r::"i:ia led.
llllu and an EIJDEXT" The GOPIN
3) Extended r.erb ?B d*e s hcth
DExT,hhi:uldn'i be dcne at ali Since tfc.-.
is done too soon. Th
' il
i , .:: ;'': . ?:i',....
TES:fXACT is done ai tf6"'Eegiiining
T ID and the
4) If a V37 is selectecl in betw'een the time a DOW
second word of that l-isi sent out, the list foliowing r,vill belong to
t!-e new DOWNLIST contrary to the ID.
g''
t$f fnere are cases when a burn program or R32 could be selected
before the incorporation of a mark is finished. When R22 resumes
(if after a burn this would be after a V37 selection of P20 or a
tracking program) the rest of a mark could be incorporated on the
'
new state vector
6) There are sorrle leftover SETMAXDBTs at the end of the burn
programs. llhese should be removed now that V3? and GOTOPOOH
restore the deadband to the state last set in R03.
7') There is no dynamic Vl6NB5 display in P4L. This violates the
GSOP. Presenily there ls a V06NB5 display.
**?-.*, B) Extended VB2 does a V04N06 drlOlaf and so do P21 , P52, P3B and
p3?. This results in an erasable conflict because both the extended
verbs and the normal programs use the same erasables for N06.
9) The commerits in the erasabl-e area should be updated.
10) N5L has not been hooked up to PINBALL for R05.
11) RTEVGAM, PBIAS and YBIAS (10 words) are now in fixed memcry
but the GSOP specifies them as erasables.
12) MDOT is an erasable in the AGC but specifj.ed as f:xed in the GSOP.
13) PINBALL does not wake up displays sleeping due to astronaut use
on any 1oads. trither a change should be made to PINBALL or
ASTRONAU'II decks w:11 have to be changed'
L4) UNITW should be 4 pad loaded erasables, not 6. The coding would
need to be changed fo go along wlth this saving of erasables.
15) The two verb lights appear on the DSKY during UPLINK when all
displays should be locked out16) The polynomial fit for T(X) in TFF should be changed to include
a wider- hyPerbolic range
L7) The state of all moorf flags aftet a FRtrSH START in the MOO}V
vicinity should be looked into. Presently they are reset to indicate
earth.
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Statistrcal Summary for COLCSSUS 214

i) I{umber of rncciificaiion changes
2) N:.-rirrbef of cards
3) Total fixed rremory change
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